U.S. Department of Energy
Categorical Exclusion Determination Form
Program or Field Office: Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy (ARPA-E)
Project Title: 25A4315 - Wave Disc Engine
Location:
*- Multiple States - Michigan, Texas, Pennsylvania
Proposed Action or Project Description:

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act:

Michigan State University’s Wave Disk Generator (WDG) technology delivers transformational impact in all four DOE mission objectives of energy
security, efficiency, emissions reduction, and technology leadership. This new core technology development uses a turbo combustion shock wave
technique to efficiently convert gaseous and liquid fuel sources to electrical power. A hybrid vehicle engine plus generator set combination - the
Wave Disk Generator offers 5X improvements over internal combustion (IC) engine hybrids in efficiency, cost, size and weight. Legacy IC engine,
transmission/generation, cooling, lubrication, and valve control systems are large, heavy, expensive, and inefficient for the purpose of converting
chemical fuels to electrical power. These legacy automotive systems can be eliminated in new serial hybrid designs and replaced by a Wave Disk
Generator set that is about the size of a large cook pot. Vehicle weight is reduced by 20% while manufactured costs are 30% lower. Automotive
maintenance is greatly reduced through the dramatic simplification and reduction of moving parts. Efficient use of compressed natural gas or liquid
bio fuel sources offers long vehicle driving ranges, plus low emissions from domestic or renewable fuels. Hybrid battery size, weight and cost are
small and within the capabilities of today’s battery technologies. The resulting “decimated” serial hybrid vehicle design can establish U.S. global
automotive leadership in manufactured cost, vehicle weight, capacity, driving range and safety – using current electric vehicle platforms and
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manufacturing development at the completion of this program through IP licensing and funded research extensions with automotive component
and systems manufacturers, several of which are in Michigan. Wave Disk Generator technology development fulfills the ARPA-E mission as
follows. The realization of 74 million low-cost WDG hybrid vehicles on American roads, using CNG or renewable fuel sources, would
save 3.5
.
million barrels of imported oil per day. The best efficiency of an IC engine is about 23%, versus the WDE expected efficiency of 81.6%. U.S.
automotive technology and manufacturing leadership is accelerated by an inventive new engine/generation system that builds on U.S. advanced
engineering, electronics, manufacturing automation and materials expertise – affecting a disruptive technology advantage in new
. hybrid
automotive costs and performance for both domestic and even international energy savings as well as U.S. Global export.
.

.
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*-For the complete DOE National Environmental Policy Act regulations regarding categorical exclusions, see Subpart D of 10 CFR10 21 Click Here
This action would not: threaten a violation of applicable statutory, regulatory, or permit requirements for environment, safety, and health, including DOE and/or Executive Orders;
require siting, construction, or major expansion of waste storage, disposal, recovery, or treatment facilities, but may include such categorically excluded facilities; disturb
hazardous substances, pollutants, contaminants, or CERCLA-excluded petroleum and natural gas products that pre-exist in the environment such that there would be uncontrolled
or unpermitted releases; or adversely affect environmentally sensitive resources (including but not limited to those listed in paragraph B.(4)) of Appendix B to Subpart D of 10
CFR 1021). Furthermore, there are no extraordinary circumstances related to this action that may affect the significance of the environmental effects of the action; this action is not
"connected" to other actions with potentially significant impacts, is not related to other proposed actions with cumulatively significant impacts, and is not precluded by 40 CFR
1506.1 or 10 CFR 1021.211.
Based on my review of information conveyed to me and in my possession (or attached) concerning the proposed action, as NEPA Compliance Officer (as authorized under DOE
Order 451.1B), I have determined that the proposed action fits within the specified class(es) of action, the other regulatory requirements set forth above are met, and the proposed
action is hereby categorically excluded from further NEPA review.
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